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By submitting an article to LawNow for publication, you (the Contributor) agree to the following 

terms and conditions:  

1. You give the Legal Resource Centre of Alberta Ltd. (operating as the Centre for Public 

Legal Education Alberta) (“CPLEA”) a non-exclusive irrevocable worldwide license:  

a. for the duration of the copyright period of the article;  

b. to reproduce and publish the article in all languages in whole or in part in 

LawNow;  

c. to reproduce and publish the article in any format and through any medium 

which CPLEA may determine, in its absolute discretion, including without limitation 

in print or by analog or digital means whether used in a static or interactive 

manner; and  

d. to reproduce and publish the article using any method now known or developed 

in the future to publish, distribute, transmit or communicate to the public or to 

such persons as CPLEA, in its absolute discretion, may determine.  

2. CPLEA may edit and modify the article, in CPLEA’s absolute discretion, and you agree to 

waive your moral rights in the article.  

3. You warrant that the article is your own original work, does not infringe on the copyright 

of another, and is not libellous or defamatory.  

4. You retain the copyright in the article and may use and distribute the article as you see 

fit.  

5. CPLEA does not pay its Contributors for their work. You have prepared the article without 

the expectation of any compensation, now or in the future.  

6. CPLEA may enter into agreements with third parties who may index, reference or link to 

LawNow on their sites. LawNow is currently indexed to CanLII, HeinOnline, GaleGroup 

and Ebsco.  

7. CPLEA does not publish every article it receives. You agree that submitting an article does 

not guarantee that CPLEA will publish it. You also agree that CPLEA may exercise its 

discretion and decide not to publish, for whatever reason, an article you submit. 

If you have any questions or concerns, contact the Editor of LawNow, Jessica Steingard, at 

editor@cplea.ca.  
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